
AN OVERVIEW OF THE DESTRUCTION OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY AND

THE CONCEPT OF DIVORCE IN THE UNITED STATE

Federal family policy drives family destruction, and divorce has become a states to collect child support (US Code, Title
42, Chap 7, Subchapter 4, part D, Sec We call upon our elected officials at all levels to open an immediate review of.

It was as if critiquing the family meant that you supported inferior schools, even that you were a racist. Census
Bureau , [10] but they will be categorizing same-sex couples as married couples if they are married. Over the
next decade, McLanahan analyzed whatever numbers she could find, and discoveredâ€”lo and beholdâ€”that
children in single-parent homes were not doing as well as children from two-parent homes on a wide variety
of measures, from income to school performance to teen pregnancy. Involuntary childlessness may be caused
by infertility, medical problems, death of a child, or other factors. It went upâ€”peaking in at pregnancies per
1, teenage girls, up from per 1, in , when the Guttmacher report was published. Alert to growing apprehension
about the state of the American family during his presidential campaign, Jimmy Carter had promised a
conference on the subject. Intergenerational coresidence, once a standard phase of the life course, is now rare
Ruggles ,  Since the s, the United States marriage rate has decreased, whereas rates of divorce have increased.
These are married fathers with children under fifteen years of age who are not in the workforce primarily so
they can care for family members, while their wives work for a living outside the home. The second way not
to talk about what was happening to the ghetto family was to talk instead about teen pregnancy. Same-sex
couples who were married were previously recognized by the Census Bureau as unmarried partners. Recent
studies about the effects of fatherlessness have revealed that the rise of single-parent which usually means
mother-only families has had even worse consequences for boys than for girls. Brennan did not simply agree
that the court should rule in favor of the grandmotherâ€”a perfectly reasonable position. Stay-at-home dads
care for , children. And abundant data show married adults are happier, healthier and wealthier than singles.
An example includes elderly parents who move in with their children due to old age. Stay-at-home dads are
not as popular in American society. Clearly less concerned with conditions in the ghetto than with satisfying
feminist advocates, the administration named a black single divorced mother to lead the event, occasioning an
outcry from conservatives. Forty percent of American children are now born to single mothers. The different
criteria for adopting children makes it harder for couples to adopt children in need, [27] but the strict
requirements can help protect the foster children from unqualified couples. More blacks were out of work in
than in  Before a family can adopt, they must go through state, county, and agency criteria. Three thinkers in
particularâ€”Charles Murray, Lawrence Mead, and Thomas Sowellâ€”though they did not always write
directly about the black family, effectively changed the conversation about it. And the economy was humming
along; in the first five years of the sixties, the economy generated 7 million jobs. The research of another
social scientist, Sara McLanahan, was not so easily rationalized, however.


